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We consider the problem of transmitting a continuous source through an OFDM system. Multiple description scalar quantization
(MDSQ) is applied to the source signal, resulting in two correlated source descriptions. The two descriptions are then OFDM
modulated and transmitted through two parallel frequency-selective fading channels. At the receiver, a blind turbo receiver is developed for joint OFDM demodulation and MDSQ decoding. Transformation of the extrinsic information of the two descriptions
are exchanged between each other to improve system performance. A blind soft-input soft-output OFDM detector is developed,
which is based on the techniques of importance sampling and resampling. Such a detector is capable of exchanging the so-called
extrinsic information with the other component in the above turbo receiver, and successively improving the overall receiver performance. Finally, we also treat channel-coded systems, and a novel blind turbo receiver is developed for joint demodulation,
channel decoding, and MDSQ source decoding.
Keywords and phrases: multiple description codes, OFDM, frequency-selective fading, sequential Monte Carlo, turbo receiver.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Multiple description scalar quantization (MDSQ) is a source
coding technique that can exploit diversity communication
systems to overcome channel impairments. An MDSQ encoder generates multiple descriptions for a source and sends
them over diﬀerent channels provided by the diversity systems. At the receiver, when all descriptions are received correctly, a high-quality reconstruction is possible. In the event
of failure of one or more of the channels, the reconstruction
would still be of acceptable quality.
The problem of designing multiple description scalar
quantizers is addressed in [1, 2], where a theoretical performance bound is derived in [1] and practical design methods are given in [2, 3]. Conventionally, MDSQ has been
This is an open access article distributed under the Creative Commons
Attribution License, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and
reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.

investigated only from the perspective of transmission over
erasure channels, that is, channels which either transmit
noiselessly or fail completely [1, 2, 4]. Recently, it was shown
in [5] that an MDSQ can be used eﬀectively for communication over slow-fading channels. In that system, a
threshold on the channel fade values is used to determine
the acceptability of the received description. The signal received from the bad connection is not utilized at the receiver.
In this paper, we propose an iterative MDSQ decoder
for communication over fading channels, where the extrinsic information of the descriptions is exchanged with each
other by exploiting the correlation between the two descriptions. Although the MDSQ coding scheme provided in [2]
is optimized with the constraint of erasure channels, it provides very nice correlation property between diﬀerent descriptions. Therefore, the same MDSQ scheme will be applied to the continuous fading environment considered in
this paper [6, 7, 8].
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Figure 1: Continuous source transmitted through a diversity OFDM system with MDSQ.

Providing high-data-rate transmission is a key objective
for modern communication systems. Recently, orthogonal
frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) has received a
considerable amount of interests for high-rate wireless communications. Because OFDM increases the symbol duration
and transmitting data in parallel, it has become one of the
most eﬀective modulation techniques for combating multipath delay spread over mobile wireless channels.
In this paper, we consider the problem of transmitting a
continuous source through an OFDM system over parallel
frequency-selective fading channels. The source signals are
quantized and encoded by an MDSQ, resulting in two correlated descriptions. These two descriptions are then modulated by OFDM and sent through two parallel fading channels. At the receiver, a blind turbo receiver is developed for
joint OFDM demodulation and MDSQ decoding. Transformation of the extrinsic information of the two descriptions
are exchanged between each other to improve system performance. The transformation is in terms of a transformation matrix which describes the correlation between the two
descriptions. Another novelty in this paper is the derivation
of a blind detector based on a Bayesian formulation and sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) techniques for the diﬀerentially
encoded OFDM system. Being soft-input and soft-output in
nature, the proposed SMC detector is capable of exchanging the so-called extrinsic information with the other component in the above turbo receiver, successively improving
the overall receiver performance.
For a practical communication system, channel coding is
usually applied to improve the reliability of the system. In this
paper, we also treat a channel-coded OFDM system, where
each stream of the source description is channel encoded and
then OFDM modulated before being sent to the channel. At
the receiver, a novel blind turbo receiver is developed for joint
demodulation, channel decoding, and source decoding.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
the diversity of an OFDM system with an MDSQ encoder
is described. In Section 3, the turbo receiver is discussed for

the MDSQ encoded OFDM system. In Section 4, we develop
an SMC algorithm for blind symbol detection of OFDM systems. A turbo receiver for a channel-coded OFDM system
is derived in Section 5. Simulation results are provided in
Section 6, and a brief summary is given in Section 7.
2.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

We consider transmitting a continuous source through a
diversity OFDM system. The diversity of an OFDM system is made up of two N-subcarrier OFDM systems, signalling through two parallel frequency-selective fading channels. Such a parallel channel structure was first introduced in
[9]. A block diagram of the system is shown in Figure 1. A
sequence of continuous sources {S( j)} is encoded by a multiple description scalar quantizer (MDSQ), resulting in two
sets of equal-length indices {(I1 ( j), I2 ( j))}, where j denotes
the sequence order. The detailed MDSQ encoder will be discussed in Section 2.1. These indices can be further described
in a binary sequence {(xn1 , xn2 )} with the order denoted by n.
The bit interleavers π1 and π2 are used to reduce the influence of error bursts at the input of the MDSQ decoder. After
the interleaved bits {a1n }, {a2n } are modulated by OFDM, we
use the parallel concatenated transmission scheme shown in
Figure 1; that is, one description of the source is transmitted through one channel and the other description is transmitted through another channel. At the receiver, the OFDM
demodulators, which will be discussed in Section 4, generate
soft information, which is then exchanged between the two
OFDM detectors in the form of a priori probabilities of the
information symbols. Next, we will focus on the structure of
the MDSQ encoder and the diversity OFDM system.
2.1. Multiple description scalar quantizer
2.1.1. Multiple description scalar quantizer
for diversity on/off channels
The multiple description scalar quantizer (MDSQ) is a scalar quantizer designed for the channel model illustrated
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Figure 2: Conventional MDSQ in a diversity system.
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in Figure 2. The channel model consists of two channels
that connect the source to the destination. Either channel
may be broken or lossless at any time. The encoder of an
MDSQ sends information over each channel at a rate of
R bits/sample. Based on the decoder structure shown in
Figure 2, the objective is to design an MDSQ encoder so as
to minimize the average distortion when both channels are
lossless (center distortion), subject to a constraint on the average distortion when only one channel is lossless (side distortion).
Next, we give a brief summary of the MDSQ design
presented in [2]. Denote an index set I = {1, 2, . . . , M },
where M = 2R . Let C ⊂ I × I and |C | = N ≤ M 2 .
The MDSQ encoder consists of an N-level quantizer q(·) :
R → {1, 2, . . . , N } followed by index assignment α(·) :
{1, 2, . . . , N } → C. Note that N is both the size of C and
the number of the quantization levels. Specifically, a source
sample S( j) is mapped to an index l( j) ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N } by the
quantizer q(·), which is further mapped to a pair of indices
(I1 ( j), I2 ( j)) ⊂ C by the assignment α(·).
Assume a uniform quantizer. The main issue in MDSQ
design is the choice of the set C, and the index assignment α(·). Following [2], an example of good assignment

for R = 3 bits/sample is illustrated in Figure 3. We assume
that the cells of a quantizer are numbered 1, 2, . . . , N, in increasing order from left to right as shown in Figure 3d. Intuitively, with a larger set C, center distortion will be improved at the expense of degraded side distortion. With the
same size of the set C, the center distortion is fixed, and a
diagonal-like assignment is preferred to minimize the side
distortion.
2.1.2. Multiple description scalar quantizer
for diversity fading channels
Although MDSQ was originally designed for diversity erasure channels, it provides a possible solution that combines
source coding and channel coding to exploit the diversity
provided by communication systems. Next, we consider the
application of MDSQ techniques in diversity fading channels.
At the transmitter, we apply the MDSQ encoder as the
conventional (cf. Figure 2). For each continuous source S( j),
a pair of indices (I1 ( j), I2 ( j)) is generated by the MDSQ, and
jR
is further mapped to binary bits {xn1 , xn2 }n=( j −1)R+1 . Recall that
R denotes the bit-length of each description. At the receiver,
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Figure 4: Block diagram of a baseband OFDM system.

instead of using the side decoder and central decoder, a soft
MDSQ decoder is employed for MDSQ over fading channels.
It is assumed that a soft demodulator is available at the receiver, which generates the a posteriori symbol probability for
each bit xni ,




P xi = 1 | Y
,
Λi [n]  log  ni
P xn = 0 | Y

(1)
Yki = Zki Hki + Vki ,

where Y denotes the received signal which is given by (3).
Based on this posterior information, the soft MDSQ decoding rule is given by








Iˆ1 ( j), Iˆ2 ( j) = arg max P I1 ( j) = l | Λ1 [n]
(l,m)∈C



 
· P I2 ( j) = m | Λ2 [n] n ,

channel. At the receiver end, after matched-filtering and removing the guard interval, the sampled received signals
are sent to a DFT block to demultiplex the multicarrier
signals.
For the ith OFDM system with proper cyclic extensions
and proper sample timing, the demultiplexing sample of the
kth subcarrier can be expressed as [10]

 
n

k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1; i = 1, 2,

(3)

where Vki ∼ Nc (0, σ 2 ) is the i.i.d. complex Gaussian noise
and Hki is the channel frequency response at the kth subcarrier. Using the fact that Hki can be further expressed as a
DFT transformation of the channel time response, the signal
model (3) becomes

(2)

which maximizes the posterior probability of the indices subject to a code structure constraint, that is, (I1 ( j), I2 ( j)) ∈ C.
2.2. Signal model for diversity OFDM system
Consider an OFDM system with N-subcarriers signaling
through a frequency-selective fading channel. The channel
response is assumed to be constant during one symbol duration. The block diagram of such a system is shown in
Figure 4. The diversity OFDM system is just the parallel concatenation of combination of two such OFDM systems.
The binary information data {ain }n are grouped and
mapped into multiphase signals, which take values from a
finite alphabet set A = {β1 , . . . , β|A| }. In this paper, QPSK
modulation is employed. The QPSK signals {dki }Nk=−02 are
diﬀerentially encoded to resolve the phase ambiguity inherent in any blind receiver, and the output is given by
Zki = Zki −1 dki . These diﬀerentially encoded symbols are
then inverse DFT transformed. A guard interval is inserted
to prevent possible interference between OFDM frames.
After pulse shaping and parallel-to-serial conversion, the
signals are transmitted through a frequency-selective fading

Yki = Zki wHf (k)hi + Vki ,

k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1; i = 1, 2, (4)

where hi = [hi0 , hi1 , . . . , hiL−1 ]T contains the time responses of

all L taps; L = τm ∆ f + 1 denotes the maximum number
of resolvable taps, with τm being the maximum multipath
spread and ∆ f being the tone spacing of the carriers; and


w f (k) = [1, e−2πk/N , . . . , e−2πk(L−1)/N ]T contains the corresponding DFT coeﬃcients.
3.

TURBO RECEIVER

The receiver under consideration is an iterative receiver
structure as shown in Figure 5. It consists of two blind
Bayesian OFDM detectors, which compute the soft information for the corresponding descriptions. At the output
of the blind detector, information about one description is
transferred to the other based on the existence of correlation between the two descriptions. Such information transfer is then repeated between the two blind detectors to improve the system performance. Next, we will focus on the
operation on the first description to illustrate the iterative
procedure.
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3.1. Blind Bayesian OFDM detector

(1) Compute the bit probability of the deinterleaved bits

Denote Y1  {Y01 , Y11 , . . . , YN1 −1 } as the received signals for
the first description. The blind Bayesian OFDM detector for
the first description computes the a posteriori probabilities of
the information bits {a1n }n ,


P a1n = 1 | Y1

.
Λ1 [n] = log  1
P an = 0 | Y1









(6)

R


k =1

p

3.2. Information transformation
Assume that {ain }n is mapped to {xni }n after passing through
the ith deinterleaver Π−i 1 , with xni  aiπi (n) . To transfer the
information from detector 1 to detector 2, the following steps
are required.

l = 1, . . . , |I|,

where {bk (l), k = 1, . . . , R} is the binary representation for the index l ∈ I. Recall that R denotes the bit
length of each description.
(3) Compute the probability distribution for the second
index I2 according to




P I2 ( j) = m =

|I |



P I2 ( j) = m | I1 ( j) = l

l=1

λ21 [n]

The second term in (6), denoted by λ21 [n], represents the
a priori log-likelihood ratio (LLR) of the bit a1n fed from
detector 2. The superscript p indicates the quantity obtained from the previous iteration. The first term in (6),
denoted by λ1 [n], represents the extrinsic information delivered by detector 1, based on the received signals Y1 , the
structure of signal model (4), and the a priori information about all other bits {a1l }l=n . The extrinsic information
p
{λ1 [n]} is transformed into a priori information {λ12 [n]} for
bits {a2n }n . This information transformation procedure is described next.



P x(1j −1)R+k = bk (l) ,

(8)

p

λ1 [n]

(7)

(5)

The design of such a blind Bayesian detector will be discussed
later in Section 4. For now, we assume the Bayesian detector
provides us such soft information, and focus on the structure
of the turbo receiver.
The a posteriori information delivered by the blind detector can be further expressed as


eλ1 [π1 (n)]
.
1 + eλ1 [π1 (n)]

(2) Compute the probability distribution for the first index I1 based on the deinterleaved bit probabilities
P I1 ( j) = l =

P Y1 | a1 = 1
P a1 = 1
Λ1 [n] = log  1 n1
+ log  n1
.
P Y | an = 0
P an = 0



P xn1 = 1 =





· P I1 ( j) = l ,



(9)

m = 1, . . . , |I|.

(4) Compute the bit probability that is associated with index I2 ( j),






P x(2j −1)R+k = 1 =





P I2 ( j) = m .

(10)

m:bi (m)=1

(5) Compute the log likelihood of interleaved code bit


λ12 π2 (n) = log





P xn2 = 1

.
1 − P xn2 = 1

(11)

It is important to mention here that the key step is the calculation of the conditional probability P(I2 ( j) = m | I1 ( j) = l)
in (9). Hence, the proposed turbo receiver exploits the correlation between the two descriptions, which is measured by
the conditional probabilities in (9). From the discussion in
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the previous section, these conditional probabilities can be
easily obtained from the index assignment rule α(·) as shown
in Figure 3.

The following steps are implemented at the kth recursion
(k = 0, . . . , N − 1) to update each weighted sample. For
j = 1, . . . , m, the following hold.
(1) For each ai ∈ A, compute the following quantities:

4.

BLIND BAYESIAN OFDM DETECTOR

( j)

Denote Yi  {Y0i , Y1i , . . . , YNi −1 }. The Bayesian OFDM receiver estimates the a posteriori probabilities of the information symbols




P dki = βl | Yi ,

( j)

µk,i = ai wHf (k)hk−1 ,

4.1. Problem statement

βl ∈ A; k = 1, . . . , N − 1,

2( j)

( j)

σk,i = σ 2 + wHf (k)Σk−1 w f (k),
( j)
αk,i

=

1
2( j)
πσk,i


−

exp



Yk − µ( j) 2 
k,i
2( j)
σk,i


( j)∗ 
· P dk = ai Zk−1 .

(15)

(12)
( j)

based on the received signals Yi

and the a priori symbol probabilities of {dki }Nk=−11 , without knowing the channel response
i
hi . Assume the bit ain is mapped to symbol dκ(n)
. Based on
this symbol a posteriori probability, the LLR of the code bit
as required in (5) can be computed by


( j)

= log 



i
βl ∈A:dκ(n)
=βl ,ain =0 P

i
dκ(n)
= βl | Yi

dκ(n) = βl | Yi



Assume that the unknown quantities hi , Zi  {Zki }Nk=−11
are independent of each other and have a priori distribution
p(hi ) and p(Zi ), respectively. The direct computation of (12)
is given by
 

( j)

(13)

.



( j)

( j)
Σk

=

( j)
Σ k −1

−

Zi :dki =al

(0) Initialization. Draw the initial samples of the chan( j)
nel vector from h−1 ∼ Nc (0, Σ−1 ), for j = 1, . . . , m.
( j)
All importance weights are initialized as w−1 = 1,
j = 1, . . . , m.

( j)

a i ∈A

αk,i .

(17)

Yk − µ k

ξ,

2( j)

σk

(18)

1

2( j) ξξ

T

σk

,

with

(14)

Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) is a family of methodologies
that use Monte Carlo simulations to eﬃciently estimate the
a posteriori distributions of the unknown states in a dynamic
system [11, 12, 13]. In [14], an SMC-based blind MAP symbol detection algorithm for OFDM systems is proposed. This
algorithm is summarized as follows.



( j)

( j)

hk = h k − 1 +

    

4.2. SMC-based blind MAP detector

(16)

(4) Update the a posteriori mean and covariance of the
( j)
channel. If the imputed sample Zk = ai in step (2),
( j)
( j)
2( j)
2( j)
set µk = µk,i , σk = σk,i ; and update

p Yi | hi , Zi p hi p Zi dhi ,

where p(Yi | hi , Zi ) is a Gaussian density function [cf.
(4)]. Clearly, the computation in (14) involves a very highdimensional integration which is certainly infeasible in practice. Therefore, we resort to the sequential Monte Carlo
method for numerical evaluation of the above multidimensional integration.

ai ∈ A.

(3) Compute the importance weight:
( j)







( j)

wk = wk−1 ·



i
βl ∈A:dκ(n)
=βl ,ain =1 P





P Zk = ai | Zk−1 , Yk ∝ αk,i ,



P ai = 1 | Yi

Λi [n]  log  ni
P an = 0 | Yi

P dki = al | Yi ∝

(2) Impute the symbol Zk . Draw Zk from the set A with
probability

( j)∗

( j)

ξ  Σk−1 w f (k)Zk

.

(19)

(5) Perform resampling when k is a multiple of k0 , where
k0 is the resampling interval.
4.3.

APP detection

The above sampling procedure generates a set of random
( j)
( j)
samples {(Zk , wk )}mj=1 , properly weighted with respect to
the distribution p(Zk | Yk ). Based on these samples, an online estimation and a delayed-weight estimation can be obtained straightforwardly as


 ( j)
1   ( j) ( j)∗
P dk = βl | Yk ∼
1 Zk+1 Zk = βl wk ,
=
W k j =1
m



P dk = βl | Yk+δ



 ( j)
1   ( j) ( j)∗
∼
1 Zk+1 Zk = βl wk+δ ,
=
Wk+δ j =1
m

(20)
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( j)

where Wk  j wk , and 1(·) denotes the indicator function. Note that both of these two estimates are only approximations to the a posteriori symbol probability P(dk = βl |
YN −1 ).
We next propose a novel APP estimator, where the channel is estimated as a mixture vector, based on which the symbol APPs are then computed. Specifically, we have




m



1

p h | YN −1 =

WN −1

p h|

j =1

( j) 
( j)
YN −1 , ZN −1 ·wN −1 .

still Gaussian, that is,






=



µk, j Zkk−1


(21)

=

( j)
( j)
Nc (hN −1 ,ΣN −1 )







P dk = βl | YN −1 , h

×

=

WN −1

1

m


WN −1

j =1

p h|

j =1
( j)



wN −1 ·




( j) 
· p h | YN −1 , ZN −1 dh
∝

1

m


WN −1

j =1



with



( j)

with σk,2 j  wkH ΣN −1 wk + σ 2 .

(24)

(25)

m




j =1

Zk Zk∗−1 =βl



·




( j)

wN


P dk = βl
exp
σk,2 j + σk2−1, j


−

−

( j)


 
Yk − µk, j Zk 2

σk,2 j



 
Yk−1 − µk−1, j Zk−1 2

wN −1



· P dk = βl

( j)

µk, j (x)  xwkH hN −1 ,





≈


 

P dk = βl | YN −1

( j) 
( j)
YN −1 , ZN −1 · wN −1 dh

P dk = βl | YN −1 , h

(23)

Equations (24) and (25) follow from the fact that conditioned on the channel h, Yk and Yk+1 are independent. The
symbol a posteriori probability can then be computed in a
close form as





m



1



µk, j Zk 
,
µk−1, j Zk−1

σk,2 j
0
=
,
0 σk2−1, j

P dk = βl | YN −1 , h p h | YN −1 dh


=

 











( j)

with mean and variance given, respectively, by

The symbol a posteriori probability is then given by
P dk = βl | YN −1








∼ Nc µk, j Zkk−1 , Σk, j Zkk−1 ,

Σk, j Zkk−1




P Ykk−1 | Zkk−1 , h · p h | YN −1 , ZN −1 dh

σk2−1, j

.

(26)

Zk Zk∗−1 =βl





P Ykk−1 | Zkk−1 , h



5.



( j) 
· p h | YN −1 , ZN −1 dh,

(22)
where Ykk−1  [Yk−1 , Yk ]T , Zkk−1  [Zk−1 , Zk ]T . Note that the
integral within (22) is an integral of a Gaussian pdf with respect to another Gaussian pdf. The resulting distribution is

CHANNEL-CODED SYSTEMS

Although the MDSQ introduces some redundancy to the system, it has limited capability for error correction. In order to
improve the system reliability, we next consider introducing
channel coding to the proposed MDSQ system.
A block diagram of an MDSQ system over a channelcoded diversity OFDM system is shown in Figure 6. A stream
of source signal {S( j)} j is MDSQ encoded, resulting in two
sets of indices {I1 ( j), I2 ( j)} j . Binary descriptions of these
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1 , b2 } , are then channel encoded and OFDM
indices, {bm
m m
modulated. There are two sets of bit interleavers in the system: one set, named {Πi,1 }2i=1 , is applied between the MDSQ
encoder and channel encoder; the other set, named {Πi,2 }2i=1 ,
is applied between the channel encoder and OFDM modulator.
At the receiver, a novel blind iterative receiver is developed for joint demodulation, channel decoding, and MDSQ
decoding. The receiver structure, as shown in Figure 7, consists of two loops of iterative operations. For each description, there is an inner loop (iterative procedure) for joint
OFDM demodulation and channel decoding. At the outer
loop, soft information of the coded bits is exchanged between
the two inner loops to exploit the correlations between the
two descriptions. Next, we discuss the operation of both the
inner loop and the outer loop.

Inner loop: joint OFDM demodulation
and channel decoding
We consider a subsystem of the original MDSQ system,
which consists of the channel coding and OFDM modulation for only one source description. Since the combination of a diﬀerential encoder and OFDM system acts as an
inner encoder, the above subsystem is a typical serial concatenated code, and an iterative (turbo) receiver can be designed for such a system, which is denoted as the inner loop
part in Figure 7. It consists of two stages: the SMC OFDM
detector developed in the previous sections, followed by a
MAP channel decoder [15]. The two stages are separated
by a deinterleaver and an interleaver. Note that both the
SMC OFDM detector and the MAP channel decoder can incorporate the a priori probabilities and output a posteriori
probabilities of the code bits {ain }n , that is, they are softinput and soft-output algorithms. Based on the turbo principle, extrinsic information of the channel-coded bits can be

exchanged iteratively between the SMC OFDM detector and
the MAP channel decoder to improve the performance of the
subsystem.
Outer loop: exploiting the correlation
between the two descriptions
In Section 3, an iterative receiver was proposed for joint
MDSQ decoding and OFDM demodulation. Extrinsic information from one description is transformed into the
soft information for the other description, and is fed into
the OFDM demodulator as the a priori information. For
channel-coded MDSQ systems, similar approaches can be
considered to exploit the correlation between the two descriptions. As shown in Figure 7, the MAP channel decoder
incorporates the a priori information for the channel-coded
bits, and outputs the a posteriori probability of both channelcoded bits and uncoded bits. On the other hand, the OFDM
detector incorporates and produces as output only the soft
information for the channel-coded bits. Taking into account
that only uncoded bits will be considered in the MDSQ
decoder, the inner loop, when considered as one unit operation, is a SISO algorithm that incorporates the a priori
information of the channel-coded bits, and produces the
output a posteriori information of the uncoded bits. Altogether, the two inner loops constitute a turbo structure
in parallel, and the transferred soft information provided
by the information transformation block (IF-T) can be exchanged iteratively between the two inner loops. This iterative procedure is the outer loop of the system, which aims
at further improving the system performance by exploiting
the correlation between the two descriptions. It is shown
in Section 3 that this correlation can be measured by the
probability transformation matrix, and adopted by the IFT block. For the outer loop, the soft output of the inner
loop can be used directly as the a priori information for
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SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we provide computer simulation results to
illustrate the performance of the turbo receiver for MDSQ
over diversity OFDM systems. In the simulations, the continuous alphabet source is assumed to be uniformly distributed on (−1, 1), and a uniform quantizer is applied. The
source range is divided into 8, 22, and 34 intervals. Two indices are assigned to describe the source according the index assignment α(·) as shown in Figure 3, where each index is described with R = 3 bits. Assume the channel
bandwidth for each OFDM system is divided into N =
128 subchannels. Guard interval is long enough to protect the OFDM blocks from intersymbol interference due
to the delay spread. The frequency-selective fading channels are assumed to be uncorrelated. All L = 5 taps of
the fading channel are Rayleigh distributed with the same

variance, normalized such that E{ Ln−=10 hn 2 } = 1, and
have delays τl = l/∆ f , l = 0, 1, . . . , L − 1. For channelcoded systems, a rate-1/2 constraint length-5 convolutional
code (with generators 23 and 35 in octal notation) is used.
The interleavers are generated randomly and fixed for all
simulations.
The blind SMC detector implements the algorithm described in Section 4.2. The variance of the noise Vk in (24) is
assumed known at the detector with values specified by the
given SNR. The SMC algorithm draws m = 50 Monte Carlo
samples at every recursion with Σ−1 set to 1000IL . Two qualities were used in the simulation to measure the performance
of the SMC detector: bit error rate (BER) and word error rate
(WER). Here, the bit error rate denotes the information bit
error rate and word error rate denotes the error rate of the
whole data block transferred during one symbol duration.
On the other hand, mean square error (MSE) will be used to
measure the performance of the whole system.
Performance of the SMC detector
The blind SMC detector, as a SISO algorithm for OFDM
demodulation, is an important component of the proposed
turbo receiver. Next, we illustrate the performance of the
blind SMC detector. In Figure 8, the BER and WER performance is plotted. In the same figure, we also plot the known
channel lower bound, where the fading coeﬃcients are assumed to be perfectly known to the receiver and a MAP receiver is employed to compute the a posteriori symbol probabilities.
Although the SMC detector generates soft outputs in
terms of the symbol a posteriori probabilities, only hard decisions are used in an uncoded system. However in a coded
system, the channel decoder, such as a MAP decoder, requires
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the IF-T; the soft output of IF-T, however, must be transformed before being fed into the inner loop as a priori information. Specifically, a soft channel encoder by the BCJR
algorithm [15] is required to transform the soft information
of the uncoded bits into the soft information of the coded
bits.
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Figure 8: The (a) BER and (b) WER performance in an uncoded
OFDM system.

soft information provided by the demodulator. Next, we
examine the accurateness of the soft output provided by
the SMC detector in a coded OFDM scenario. In Figure 9,
the BER and WER performance for the information bits
is plotted. In the same figure, the known channel lower
bound is also plotted. The MAP convolutional decoder is
employed in conjunction with the diﬀerent detection algorithms. It is seen from Figure 9 that the three SMC detector yield diﬀerent performance after the MAP decoder because of the diﬀerent quality of the soft information they
provide. Specifically, the APP detector achieves the best performance.
Performance of turbo receiver for MDSQ system
The performance of the turbo receiver is shown in Figures 10,
11, and 12 for MDSQ systems with assignments 8, 22, and 34,
respectively, as in Figure 3. The SMC blind detector is employed. In each figure, the BER, WER, and MSE are plotted.
In the same figure, the quantization error bound s2 /12, where
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Figure 9: The (a) BER and (b) WER performance in a channelcoded OFDM system.
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0

s denote the quantization interval, is also plotted in a dotted
line. It is seen that the BER and WER performance is significantly improved at the second iteration, that is, 15 dB better
for N = 8, 4 dB better for N = 22 and 2 dB better for N = 34.
However, no significant gain is achieved by more iterations.
Note that the MSEs of the turbo receivers are very close to
the quantization error bound at high SNR. The quantization error bound (5.2 × 10−3 ) for N = 8 is achieved at about
15 dB. However, much lower quantization error bounds are
achieved at higher SNR by the turbo receiver with N = 22
and 34, that is, 6.9 × 10−4 for N = 22 at SNR = 25 dB and
2.8 × 10−4 for N = 34 at SNR = 30 dB. Moreover, due to
the diﬀerent quantization error bounds determined by N and
the BER and the WER performance achieved by the turbo receiver, diﬀerent MDSQ scheme should be chosen at diﬀerent
SNRs to minimize the MSE. For example, the MDSQ with
N = 8 is superior to other assignments below SNR = 10 dB.
However, at SNR = 20 dB, the MDSQ scheme with N = 22
is the best choice among the three assignments considered in
this paper.
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Figure 10: Performance of iterative receiver for the MDSQ system
with N = 8. (a) BER. (b) WER. (c) MSE.
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Figure 11: Performance of iterative receiver for the MDSQ system
with N = 22. (a) BER. (b) WER. (c) MSE.

Figure 12: Performance of iterative receiver for the MDSQ system
with N = 34. (a) BER. (b) WER. (c) MSE.
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Figure 13: Performance of iterative receiver for channel coded MDSQ system, with 1 iteration for inner loop and 4 iterations for outer loop.
(a) MSE. (b) BER of coded bits. (c) BER of information bits. (d) WER of coded bits. (e) WER of information bits.

Performance of turbo receiver for channel-coded
MDSQ system
Finally, we consider the performance of the channel-coded
MDSQ system discussed in Section 5. Performance is
compared for systems with diﬀerent iterative profiles.
Specifically, the BER, WER, and MSE performance for the
information bits and coded bits are plotted in Figures 13
and 14 for the 4-inner-loop and 1-outer-loop turbo receivers
and the 3-inner-loop and 2-outer-loop turbo receivers,
respectively. In the simulation, the source range is divided
into 22 intervals as shown in Figure 3b. It is seen that the
proposed turbo receiver structure can successively improve

the receiver performance through iterative processing.
Moreover, the quantization error bounds are achieved at
very low SNR, that is, 10 dB.
7.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed a blind turbo receiver for
transmitting MDSQ-coded sources over frequency-selective
fading channels. Transformation of the extrinsic information of the two descriptions are exchanged between each
other to improve the system performance. A novel blind APP
OFDM detector, which computes the a posteriori symbol
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Figure 14: Performance of iterative receiver for channel-coded MDSQ system, with 2 iterations for inner loop and 3 iterations for outer
loop. (a) MSE. (b) BER of coded bits. (c) BER of information bits. (d) WER of coded bits. (e) WER of information bits.

probabilities, is developed using sequential Monte Carlo
(SMC) techniques. Being soft-input and soft-output in nature, the proposed SMC detector is capable of exchanging
the so-called extrinsic information with other component
in the above turbo receiver, and successively improving the
overall receiver performance. Finally, we have also treated
channel-coded systems, and a novel blind turbo receiver is
developed for joint demodulation, channel decoding, and
MDSQ decoding. Simulation results have demonstrated the
eﬀectiveness of the proposed techniques.
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